The structure of chromatin, affected by many factors from DNA linker lengths to posttranslational modifications, is crucial to the regulation of eukaryotic cells. Combined experimental and computational methods have led to new insights into its structural and dynamical features, from interactions due to the flexible core histone tails or linker histones to the physical mechanism driving the formation of chromosomal domains. Here we present a perspective of recent advances in chromatin modeling techniques at the atomic, mesoscopic, and chromosomal scales with a view toward developing multiscale computational strategies to integrate such findings. Innovative modeling methods that connect molecular to chromosomal scales are crucial for interpreting experiments and eventually deciphering the complex dynamic organization and function of chromatin in the cell.
Introduction
Scientists by nature seek order and clarity. In the field of chromatin -the nucleoprotein complex that stores the genetic material in eukaryotes -such order has been difficult to describe. For a long time, a hierarchical helical model of chromatin organization has been envisioned, from the base-pair level of the DNA double helix to the megabase-pair level of states associated with chromosomes and nuclear DNA; the latter higher-order states are also known to alter flexibly throughout the cell cycle -from looser states at interphase (between cell division) to recognizable chromosomes at mitosis or meiosis (metaphase stage) in heterochromatin (see Figure 1 ).
The compression involved in this DNA folding problem is enormous. In humans, for instance, the 2 m of stretched DNA corresponding to 23 pairs of chromosomes must fit into a cell nucleus of $6 mm diameter. This translates into a compression ratio of up to 10 000, or three and four orders of magnitude for mammalian interphase and metaphase chromosomes, respectively.
The first level of packing consists of chains of DNA wrapped around nucleosome protein-octamer cores in $1.7 lefthanded superhelical turns, with linker DNA connecting successive nucleosomes (see Figure 1) . Each of the nucleosome core histone proteins (two copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) has protruding N-terminal tails that are important targets for charge modulation and hence DNA regulation (see below). For a long time, a compact form of this polynucleosome polymer called the '30-nm fiber' lay at the heart of this initial helical coiling of the chromatin fiber. Yet a 30-nm compression represents only one order of magnitude condensation of the genetic material ( Figure 1 ). The hierarchical helical folding model imagines successive coiling above such coiling to produce much thicker fibers in interphase and metaphase to accomplish the required condensation in eukaryotic cells ( Figure 1 ).
Of course, such condensation is only one half of the mystery surrounding chromatin organization. The highly compact, transcriptionally silent states of chromatin must unravel through the influence and direct interactions with a host of accessory proteins and posttranslational modifications of the histone tails of the nucleosome-core proteins to allow DNA access to the cellular machinery for template-directed processes. Such covalent modifications -acetylation and methylation of lysine residues and phosphorylation of serines -destabilize the chargescreening residues of the DNA polyelectrolyte as well as attract specific regulatory proteins. These structural aspects of chromatin occupy another active branch of biological research surrounding the 'histone-code' [1] [2] [3] .
Over the past decade, a plethora of experimental studies complemented by computational modeling has managed to puncture several holes in this idealized picture of chromatin's hierarchical helical folding. First, we now realize how the local structure of chromatin is variable and pliant, depending critically on many factors, including the DNA linker length connecting successive nucleosomes, linker histone concentration, and the ionic environment [4] , not to speak of sequence at the finer levels. Thus, for example, rather than speaking about a 'zigzag' versus 'solenoid' topologies, a heteromorphic structure -a compact state that blends features of both straight and bent DNA linkers [5 ] -is more appropriate.
The chromatin fiber: multiscale problems and approaches Ozer, Luque and Schlick 125 In eukaryotic cells, DNA wraps around a core of eight histone proteins to form the nucleosome, the fundamental unit in chromatin. (c) Linker DNAs connect consecutive nucleosomes to form chromatin fibers, whose structures are unknown. The stretched 10-nm fiber, 'beads-on-a-string', is observed at low salt concentrations or when applying stretching forces to unfold the polymer. (d) At physiological conditions with multivalent ions and binding proteins such as linker histones, chromatin fibers condense. This can lead to side-by-side inter-digitated 10-nm fibers [11] (top), canonical 30-nm zigzag fibers with solenoid bent linker DNA motifs (bottom left), bent and looped fibers (bottom right) [12 ] . The precise spontaneous secondary structure of chromatin depends on the cell type and other internal and external factors, and is still under debate [6, 49 Second, work has shown that besides a more heteromorphic view of the chromatin fiber's 'secondary' structure, a more dynamic picture is appropriate at all levels of chromatin structure [6, 7] . This is because many conformational states frequently interchange, as is typical for a thermodynamic ensemble of a flexible polymer in solution. Thus, intra-fiber and inter-fiber interactions can compete to lead to a variety of energetically similar forms. In particular, both coiled 30-nm fibers (dominated by intra-nucleosome interactions) and inter-digitated sideby-side 10-nm fibers (dominated by inter-nucleosome interactions) are viable (Figures 1d, 2c ) [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition, variations in internal parameters, such as large differences in successive DNA linker lengths, can promote looping and bending, enhancing distant interactions and favoring certain conformations (Figure 2d ) [12 ,13 ] . Third, we now accept that the lynch pin of the helical chromatin view -existence of the 30-nm fiber, may not be dominant in vivo. Models for higherorder organization of chromatin are therefore undergoing revision and re-examination, remaining largely mysterious [6, 14] . Perhaps this is the chaos that comes before the clarity.
As modern molecular biology textbooks continuously revise the levels and architecture of DNA folding, new questions and challenges emerge on multiple scales. How to link these scales in a comprehensive understanding of genomic organization and function will undoubtedly occupy scientists in the decades to come.
In this perspective, we present key questions on various levels of chromatin organization ( Figure 3 ) and highlight computational approaches to them, with a focus on methods and models that may extend naturally to other scales. Indeed, multiscale modeling has long been a dream for computational biologists, as described, for example, in a U.S. Department of Energy report [15, Figure 1 .1] and Ref. [16] . Multiscale modeling has also earned the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for Karplus, Levitt, and Warshel for their pioneering work of linking classical and quantum-mechanical levels for enzymatic reactions [17] . General multiscale computations remain a challenge, though much progress has been made [18 ] . There is, however, no general approach for linking chromatin's many scales of spatial as well as temporal scales in analogy to the quantum and classical degrees of freedom for enzyme catalysis. Ideally, computational tools should make possible a telescoping and zooming from one temporal/spatial scale to another, to focus on the process of interest. Though such an 'in silico microscope' is nowhere in site today, a blending of polymer level studies of nuclear folding of DNA can be imagined with polymer and mesoscale-level modeling of oligonucleosomes and chromosomes, atomistic studies of DNAprotein complexes, and even quantum-resolution studies. By presenting questions and available models for these disparate scales (Figure 3) , we hope to inspire further ideas in this quest.
There are numerous excellent biological reviews on the state of chromatin organization, with many thought-provoking titles indicative of both the excitement and confusion surrounding this fascinating subject of biology [6, 7, 14, 19] ; we refer readers to them for a biological perspective. Here we focus on the oligonucleosome level of modeling and discuss ways to approach connections to it at both ends -atomistic simulations of histones and other chromatin components on one hand, and genomelevel modeling on the other hand. Establishing these connections with reliable modeling frameworks will define an ambitious goal for current and future generations of computational biologists.
Atomistic simulations of chromatin components
The nucleosome is the fundamental structural unit of chromatin. Since the early crystal studies in the 1970s [20] and the triumphant atomic structure in 1997 [21] , multiple high-resolution experiments have characterized the internal structure of the nucleosome at unprecedented resolution and scope, as recently reviewed [22] . The number of reconstructed crystal structures for canonical nucleosomes and their variants has increased steadily, reaching around 60 structures in the Protein Data Bank [23] . This, however, is still a small number compared to the $15 million unique nucleosome particles in the nucleus due to variations of core histones, modifications of histone tails, and different sequences of wrapped DNA [22] . Nevertheless, the availability of all-atom structures combined with improved simulation algorithms and computing technologies [16] has opened the door to all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of nucleosomes in explicit solvent and ions. All-atom studies not only provide significant insights into the overall structure of the nucleosome and specific effects of histone tails, DNA variations, and solvent/ion modifications; they also lay critical foundations for coarse-grained investigations. In fact, the finding from such atomistic studies that the canonical nucleosome is relatively rigid [24] provides a fundamental justification for treating a nucleosome as a unit in coarse-grained models focusing on larger chromatin entities (see next Section, 'Simulations of oligonucleosomes'). Recent all-atom simulations, however, continuously provide details of the nucleosome's structure as a function of various internal and external factors [25 ] ; this information in turn helps improve and refine coarsegrained chromatin models.
Each histone in the nucleosome core has highly flexible N-terminal tails that are rich in positively charged residues. Each tail has a crucial role in the structural stability of the nucleosome and in the compaction of chromatin fibers [26] , and thus the tails have been subjects of The chromatin fiber: multiscale problems and approaches Ozer, Luque and Schlick 127 [28 ] recently showed that only about 15% of the residues of histone tails are organized into secondary structure, like a-helices and b-sheets and thus the tail contour lengths are much longer than corresponding persistence lengths. When the H3 and H4 tails were modified, as by selected lysine acetylation, this percentage of secondary structure increased considerably, and the tails' ability to form nucleosome-condensing interactions hindered critically. It was suggested that this lack of tail flexibility, rather than charge modulation per se, impairs the ability of internucleosomal interactions in oligonucleosomes with acetylated tails to condense chromatin efficiently and hence triggers fiber unfolding [28 ] .
The positively charged core histone tails interact strongly with both the DNA and the acidic groove on the surface of the nucleosome formed by seven acidic residues from the H2A and H2B histones. Interactions between the histone tails -especially the N-terminal domains of H3 and H4 -and the 'acidic patch' may play a crucial role in regulating both the structure of a single nucleosome and of the chromatin fiber, which ultimately affects transcriptional repression and gene regulation [29] . Thus, understanding the molecular basis for these interactions can shed light into the histone code and epigenetic marks in higher-order Interactions between the DNA and core histone tails can also be a factor in triggering the DNA unwrapping in nucleosomes. FRET and stopped flow experiments have suggested that transient DNA unwrapping is crucial in regulating transcription initiation and the access of DNA repair enzymes to the nucleosomal DNA [34] . For example, a pathway for the DNA unwrapping was proposed by force-extension measurements using optical tweezers [35] . MD simulations are contributing to this problem by modeling DNA unwrapping using enhanced sampling 128 Theory and simulation ( Figure 2 Legend Continued ) increasing formation of the nucleosome stem as a function of the monovalent salt concentration and the presence of divalent salts in the environment. At low salt, the nucleosome adopts a bidente configuration (top left), where the linker histone interacts with the nucleosome core and the entry linker DNA, leading to the formation of extended fibers. At high salt, the nucleosome adopts a tridente configuration (top right), where the linker histone interacts with the nucleosome core and both linker DNAs, promoting the stem formation and overall fiber compaction. (c) Two chromatin fibers (red and yellow) can interact in various ways. Low chromatin densities favor the formation of segregated canonical zigzag 30-nm fibers with weak inter-fiber interactions. Denser chromatin environments lead to heteromorphic and metastable 10-nm interdigitated fibers stabilized by stronger inter-fiber interactions [11] . (d) Nonuniform (alternating) DNA linker lengths (measured in units of nucleosome repeat lengths, NRL) increase the structural diversity of chromatin fibers [12 ] . Fibers with one short linker DNA length (26 bp) can form bent-ladder forms (top left); fibers with medium to long linker DNAs (35-79 bp) and moderate NRL variations, DNRL (see full details in Ref. [12 ] ), mostly adopt canonical zigzag conformations (top right); long linker-length (>44 bp) fibers with large NRL variations are highly polymorphic, adopting various stable equilibrium conformations ranging from canonical to slightly bent to intra-looped structures. (e) Various chromatin unfolding simulations help interpret force/extension curves measured by single-molecule manipulation experiments. These have helped interpret the effect of linker histones, divalent Mg 2+ ions, and non-uniform nucleosome repeat lengths (NRL) on chromatin unfolding. Here, a strong negative correlation between forced extension and linker histone concentration is captured (left) [73] . Fibers with nonuniform NRLs exhibit a smoother structural transition than uniform NRL fibers (right) [75] . (f) The empirical relationship between linker histone concentration and NRL was recently associated with formation of compact 30-nm fibers. The critical linker histone concentration, r LH (ratio of linker histones per nucleosome), for this transition increases linearly with the NRL [74] . nonequilibrium techniques, like steered molecular dynamics (SMD). Such a study by Rippe and Wedemann proposed a mechanism for DNA unwrapping in terms of the broken DNA-histone tail interactions: The DNA-H3 (at the N-terminus) and DNA-H2A (at the C-terminus) interactions are broken initially, and then DNA-H2A, DNA-H2B and DNA-H4 (at the N-termini) tail interactions are successively disrupted [36 ] . Although useful in approximating energetic barriers of such transition events and overall unfolding pathways for DNA unwinding, SMD simulations of a nucleosome in explicit water are limited to stretching speeds ($10 m/s) that are several orders of magnitude higher than AFM experiments ($0.1 m/s), and this limits the correspondence to experimental manipulations and to in vivo processes. Therefore, modeling cellular-like dynamics of DNA unwrapping, even for a mononucleosome, is still computationally prohibitive at the all-atom level. DNA unwrapping at the fiber scale can only be examined with coarse-graining models, as discussed in the next section.
Although it is not an intrinsic constituent of the nucleosome, the linker histone H1/H5 is an essential molecule that binds to the nucleosome and plays a crucial role in chromatin fiber condensation and cell development [37] . This accessory protein consists of a rigid and well-folded globular head linked to a short N-terminal and a long C-terminal domains, both of which are intrinsically disordered and essential for cell regulation [38] . Although all-atom trajectories of the nucleosome-linker histone complex are too costly, the Wade lab has combined docking, Brownian dynamics, and normal mode analysis to simulate the binding to the H5 globular domain in the nucleosome (without core histone tails) [39 ] . Their studies suggest that H5 can adopt various docking positions near the nucleosome's dyad axis rather than a single symmetric position where it interacts with both linker DNAs as previously observed [40] . The positional diversity of H5 binding in the nucleosome is important, as it modulates the entering/exiting angles of linker DNAs, which in turn determine higher-order structure of chromatin fibers [41 ] .
In addition to the effects of histone tails, wrapped DNA, and linker histones, understanding nucleosome and chromatin structure and dynamics also requires an understanding of their interaction with hundreds of other proteins in the nucleus, which regulate cellular processes. MD studies are helping clarify the mechanisms behind formation of nucleosome and protein complexes related to biochemical reactions in the cell. 
Simulations of oligonucleosomes
Coarse-grained models can help decipher various experimental findings on chromatin secondary structure. At the secondary level of chromatin organization, nucleosome arrays fold into fibers, whose precise architecture has been a topic of intense debate for several decades ( Figures 1  and 4) (Figure 1) . In vivo studies of chromatin of chicken erythrocytes (NRL = 210 bp and one H1 per nucleosome) also reveal short, well-formed 30-nm zigzag fibers [49 ] . On the other hand, evidence for solenoid fibers with a one-start organization has also been presented [50, 9] . Grigoryev et al. showed that these two forms can be reconciled in one heteromorphic fiber of compact chromatin, especially in divalent ion conditions [5 ] . Complicating the picture are recent studies of chromatin in human cells (NRL = 181 bp, H1/nucleosome ratio of 0.5, highly dynamic H1) that report a molten polymer state of 10-nm fibers [8, 10] . These diverse findings suggest that chromatin in cell nuclei can organize in different secondary configurations depending on the cell type and conditions, not to speak of intrinsic components like linker length variations and the density of linker histones [4] . While experimental techniques cannot fully elucidate the precise instantaneous configuration of different chromatin states and the mechanisms underlying the structural transition between 30-nm and 10-nm fibers, coarse-grained simulations are helping fill the picture by connecting experimental measurements like internucleosome interactions to molecular configurations of fibers ( Figure 2 ). Yet development of such models is as much an art as it is a science.
Over the past decade, several coarse-grained models have investigated different aspects of chromatin fibers, as reviewed in Refs. [4, 51] . Coarse-grained simulations can sample larger chromatin structures than all-atom molecular dynamics, by approximating rather than resolving system components in a selective manner. Initially, geometrical and analytical models were developed to study symmetrical chromatin structures that account for linker DNA length, linker entry-exit angle, and the rotation between consecutive nucleosome core particles (NCPs) [52] ; for example, a simple 'two-angle' model helped interpret EM chromatin images. Later models incorporated elastic and electrostatic interactions and used Monte Carlo and MD simulations to explore more realistic configurations of chromatin fibers. Wedemann and Langowski modeled NCPs as oblate ellipsoids in an elastic chromatin fiber subject to electrostatic repulsion between linker DNA segments. They sampled chromatin chains of 100 NCPs using Monte Carlo and reproduced experimental properties of 30-nm fibers with medium linker DNA lengths (fiber diameter of 32 nm with a mass density of 6.1 NCPs per 11 nm) [53] . Later, the Rippe and Wedemann Labs refined this model by incorporating a nucleosome stem to mimic the presence of linker histones, allowing a comparison to 30-nm chromatin fibers from chicken erythrocytes [54] . This refined model was also used to describe dynamic phase diagrams of the geometric configurational space of chromatin fibers; variant conformations such as 30-nm fibers with interdigitated and cross linked geometries could also be explored [55] . A nucleosome repositioning scheme has recently been incorporated into this model to study how irregularly spaced nucleosomes can alter fiber conformation [56] .
Electrostatic interactions between nucleosomes -mostly driven by the flexible core histone tails -are crucial for chromatin compaction. The Nordenskiö ld group has developed a coarse-grained electrostatic continuum model that combines a single negatively charged NCP, positively charged beads representing histone tails, and explicit multivalent ions (reviewed in Ref. [57 ] ). This model was used to study the aggregation of linker-free NCPs [58] , condensation of chromatin in the presence of different multivalent ions [59] , and cation-induced folding/unfolding of chromatin in response to histone-tail modifications [60] . However, due to the oversimplified model of the nucleosome building block in this model, biological implications may be limited.
With the emergence of single-molecule experiments, additional molecular models and kinetic theoretical models have investigated chromatin unfolding and nucleosome sliding, as reviewed in Refs. [61, 62] . Schiessel et al., for example, studied analytically a 'two-angle' model by a mechanical stretching framework and reported that an additional nucleosome-nucleosome attraction term can explain the 'swollen' and 'condensed' coexistence interpreted from the force-extension diagram [63] . Katritch et al. combined the 'two-angle' model with a worm-like chain (WLC) approach to describe the linker DNAs in a series of pulling simulations using a Metropolis-Monte Carlo procedure that reproduced experimental force-extension curves [64] . Wocjan et al. developed a Brownian dynamics coarse-grained model based on the 'torus-like' geometry of the nucleosome with uniformly distributed histone/DNA interactions; their simulations reproduced force-extension curves that display distinct regimes observed in experimental nucleosome-stretching studies such as unwrapping of the outer DNA turn at low pulling forces [65] . Drobovolskaia and Arya's Brownian dynamics model accounts for the nonuniform histone/DNA interactions and suggests that nucleosome unraveling occurs in three distinct stages [66 ] .
Our group's mesoscale chromatin model -shown in Figure 2a -treats nucleosomes, histone tails, DNA linkers, and linker histones separately according to established theories for each component. The nucleosome with wrapped DNA, but without histone tails, is approximated as an electrostatic object by Debye-Hü ckel atomistic partial charges; these charges are distributed on an irregularly shaped rigid body using the Discrete Surface Charge Optimization (DiSCO) algorithm developed by Beard and Schlick [67] , to reproduce the electric field of the nucleosome robustly at a range of monovalent salt concentrations. This irregular surface is modeled using around 300 point charges and includes the rigid part of the core histones and wrapped DNA. The dynamic and electrostatic properties of the core histone tails are approximated separately, using coarse-grained charged beads with a resolution of five amino-acids per bead using the Warshel-Levitt united-atom protein model [68] . Linker histones were initially incorporated at the entry-exit nucleosome dyad using a 3-rigid-bead model [5 ] and have been refined recently as described below to model better the C-terminal domain and globular head components (Figure 2b ) [69 ] . Linker DNAs connecting consecutive nucleosomes are also modeled as beads here by a worm-like-chain model that captures the elastic properties of DNA. The negative charge of the DNA beads is approximated at different monovalent salt concentrations using Stigter's procedure, as outlined in Ref. [70] . The combined model (Figure 2a ) defines a complex multiscale but computationally efficient mesoscale model to study oligonucleosomes of up to $50 nucleosomes [71] , which are sampled using Monte Carlo algorithms. Many experimental properties have been reproduced [26, 72] , from sedimentation coefficients of fibers to amino-acid distances within the linker-histone C-terminal domain [69 ] . Various structural properties of chromatin have been explained, such as the effect of varying linker DNA lengths on the organization of 30-nm fibers [71] , the role of dynamic histone tails in bridging inter-nucleosomal interactions [68] , the impact of linker histone (LH) binding/unbinding and Mg 2+ on chromatin unfolding [72, 73] , zigzag/solenoid fiber heteromorphicity in compact chromatin fibers [5 ] , enhanced fiber bending and looping at large DNA linker length variations ( Figure  2d ) [12 ] , fiber-fiber interactions in interdigitated systems (Figure 2c ) [11] , and the relationship between DNA linker lengths and linker histone concentrations (Figure 2f ) [74] . Below we describe some recent findings.
The study of chromatin unfolding is actively being pursued at large by experiment and modeling, as described in the previous section [64, 66 ] . This is because understanding the chromatin fiber's response to stretching can help decipher its internal structure and also interpret its response to molecular motors. While experiments yield measured force-versus-extension curves, coarse-grained modeling studies can explore the dependence of various factors on the fiber unfolding curves and provide visual descriptions of chromatin conformations at specific points on these force/extension plots. Our recent investigations of the effect of various linker lengths and LH concentrations on fiber unfolding showed that LHs increase fiber resistance to unfolding but that dynamic binding/unbinding of LHs mitigates this effect (Figure 2e ) [72, 73] . Heterogeneous elements promote super beads-on-a-string configurations, which are biologically advantageous due to selective DNA exposure. Interestingly, with their ability to explore diverse conformations, nonuniform linker-length fibers undergo a smoother unfolding process compared to uniform linker-length fibers because of a more continuous range of similar stable conformations (Figure 2e ) [75] .
Linker histones (LH) are highly flexible and can adopt various conformations upon binding to nucleosomes [39 ] . Studies have shown that N-terminal domain of the LH does not have significant effect on the higherorder chromatin organization; however, the intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain can be a crucial factor in chromatin architecture [37] . In this context, our refined linker histone model that treats in detail the non-uniform globular head structure as well as the flexible and intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain has captured the dynamic condensation of the C-terminal domain upon binding to the nucleosome (Figure 2b ) [69 ] . Namely, a synergistic interplay can be observed between the linker histone condensation and nucleosome stem formation, with concomitant global chromatin condensation. Our recent work also explains the linear relationship between the linker DNA length and linker histone concentration, r LH , observed experimentally [76] by a linker-length dependent threshold of LH concentration that corresponds to formation of a compact zigzag organization (Figure 2f ) [74] . Moreover, histone tail interactions within the fiber appear very sensitive to these structural variations, and show a similar pattern at the critical transition to a compact zigzag at different linker lengths. These insights suggest a molecular mechanism that connects the linker length and linker histone concentration in the nucleus.
Intradigitation and interdigitation of chromatin fibers can play a crucial role in the enormous compaction of DNA into chromosome (Figure 1) [50]. Computational approaches often utilize a cutoff for the long-range interactions that limits modeling of such phenomena. In our recent collaboration with experiment, our cross-linking measurements with modeling suggest that, while zigzag 30-nm fibers are thermodynamically robust structures, the presence of Mg 2+ , low density of linker histones, and nonuniform linker length all favor both intradigitated (via looping) (Figure 2d ) and interdigitated fibers (Figure 2c ) [11] . All the findings described in this section underscore the fluidity of 10-nm and 30-nm fibers observed in the cell nucleus [46] and help reconcile contradictory experimental findings.
Some of these coarse-graining techniques have already benefited from multiscale modeling [51]: All-atom and short-to-medium length chromatin fiber scales have already been bridged. For example, the Nordenskiö ld group has combined atomic details of ions with coarse grained NCPs and histone tails in Langevin molecular dynamics model, confirming the important role of ions in NCP aggregation [57 ] . Wong et al. integrated allatom linker histone simulations in a rigid fiber with elastic linker DNAs, predicting that the linker histone orientation is linker length-dependent [77] . The Langowski lab has also combined their mesoscale model with all-atom MD to propose a detailed unwrapping mechanism where short DNA ends of about 10 bp spontaneously detach from the histone core and the H3 tails occupy this newly exposed area on the nucleosome preventing the instantaneous rewrapping of the DNA [31 ] . More recently, the Orozco and Schlick groups have combined all-atom MD with mesoscale modeling to explore the impact of epigenetic marks in chromatin folding [28 ] . In this approach, all-atom replica exchange MD show that lysine acetylations of the H3 and H4 tails increase the order of core histone tail secondary structure, reducing their effective lengths and dramatically altering their ability to form compacting internucleosomal interactions. When this all-atom information is transferred into the mesoscale chromatin model, the chromatin fiber unfolds due to the absence of these crucial internucleosomal interactions. This multiscale study helps clarify the molecular mechanism in the tail-driven regulation of chromatin fibers and emphasizes the importance of histone tail flexibility in folding/ unfolding events rather than charge modulation per se. Such attempts to bridge the atomic with oligonucleosome scale are key for increasing our understanding of both chromatin levels. A similar information transfer from atomic and mesoscale models to higher-order chromatin structures can be envisioned to construct polymer-scale models of chromatin (Figure 3 ).
Polymer and continuum models
Emerging techniques based on molecular biology and light microscopy are providing a quantitative characterization of genome structure in cells. By cross linking DNA sequences, Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) techniques can estimate the frequency of interactions 132 Theory and simulation Chromatin challenges and techniques on multiple spatial (base pair) and temporal (seconds) scales. Along the diagonal, representative systems are illustrated. Major computational (top) and experimental (bottom) techniques are listed, and the strength of connection between them is indicated by the boldness of the vertical arrows. Similarly, the boldness of the arrows along the diagonal reflect the strength of the connection between each pair of scales. Although inevitably losing some details during parameterization, the information transferred from high-resolution models generally enhances the overall validity of the coarser models. For instance, some of the current mesoscale models of the nucleosome are parameterized using all-atom simulations, and shown to produce many experimentally observed features of chromatin (Figure 2) . At the polymer level, existing models have not yet been connected to higher-resolution models and instead used to interpret specific experimental data. Thus, more work is required on higher scales, for example, to develop a computationally efficient polymer model that can be parameterized with various cell-specific information such as linker DNA length, linker histone presence, or monovalent/divalent salt concentration. See proposed multiscale connections in Figure 4 . Credit for the rightmost image of human X chromosomes using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is due to Wessex Reg. Genetics Centre (Wellcome Images).
between genome loci in the nucleus. The resolution of the interacting genome parts depends on the specific 3C technique, named accordingly: kilobasepairs (3C), megabasepairs (5C), megabasepairs to genome-wide (4C), and genome-wide (Hi-C) [78] . The measured contacts are typically reported as a statistical average over a large population of cells, although single-cell Hi-C analysis have been recently developed [79 ] . Additionally, light microscopy methods, like fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), can resolve interactions between genomic loci in single cells, providing a complementary approach to 3C methods on the megabase to genome-wide range [80] .
All these techniques are accumulating a wealth of data about global genome structure. Yet, to interpret these data and relate these distances to DNA architecture, chromatin polymer models have been developed. These models are much coarser than the mesoscale models discussed in the prior Section, 'Simulations of oligonucleosomes', but can approximate structures of larger chromatin regions. By visualizing the measured contacts, such models can provide configurational information and mechanistic insights into the emergence of chromosome territories, the distribution of interactions between distant genes, and the effects of entropy in chromatin organization, as reviewed in Refs. [81] [82] [83] . Here the important concept of fractal architecture refers to a chromosomal region that consists of globules at different scales, where the scaling of the contact probability between two genome loci as a function of the genome distance, or subchain length, follows the same law. This leads to a non-equilibrium hierarchical structure made of polymer domains that are self-similar and maintain an open-state and untangled topology [84] .
These polymer models usually approximate chromatin as a large chain of spherical beads with simple effective energetic terms, like harmonic and Lennard-Jones potentials; chromatin configurations are generally sampled by Monte Carlo algorithms and Langevin dynamics.
A model developed in the Mirny Lab has had a key role in identifying the fractal organization of chromatin in human interphase chromosomes [85, 86] . Each monomer in that model has a diameter of 20 nm, with a volume equivalent to six nucleosomes and an effective resolution of 1.2 kbp. The only interaction considered between monomers is excluded volume, and a Monte Carlo algorithm samples the configurations of a polymer of 4000 beads ($9 Mbp). Using this model, it was found that the contact probability measured as a function of the genome distance, follows a power law with exponent $À1, and is consistent with a fractal architecture made of non-interpenetrating hierarchical entities of chromatin in the region 500 kb-7 Mbp. To reproduce such a collapsed and unknotted state, the chromatin polymer was rapidly squeezed using a spherical constraint, and then equilibrated to obtain a uniform density but not an equilibrium globular state, incompatible with results for interphase chromosomes [85] .
The same group has later refined the model to investigate the organization of human mitotic chromosomes [87 ] , using 10 nm monomers (600 bp resolution) in a fiber made of 128 000 monomers ($77 Mbp). The monomer interactions are captured with attractive and repulsive Lennard-Jones potentials, softened at short distances to allow chain passing, mimicking topoisomerase II action. The contact probability of metaphase Hi-C experiments was found to follow a power law decay of $À0.5 for 0.1-10 Mb and a sharp decay for larger genomic distances. Several chromatin organizations were investigated in an attempt to reproduce the experimental results; an array of chromatin loops linearly distributed in a cylindrical chromosomal region that resembles the shape of metaphase chromosomes matched the data best. To obtain such a structure, the chromatin polymer was constrained in an effective cylinder and simulated by Langevin dynamics using a two-stage process. First, an effective potential restricted each monomer in a longitudinal region -600-nm high -of the effective cylinder; the potential varies linearly as a function of the monomer sequence. The arrangement obtained is a linear distribution of chromatin loops through the axis of the effective cylinder. Second, an effective attractive potential applied an axial compression to the cylindrical fiber until reaching a chromosome compaction compatible with chromatin density in metaphase cells.
Alternatively, Barbieri et al. have introduced a chromatin polymer model that includes binding molecules, which can have specific interactions with the chromatin fiber and can bridge different genomic regions [88] . In this model, a chromatin fiber is treated as a chain of selfavoiding beads with effective proteins at a concentration c m that can diffuse in the medium or bind to chromatin. That is, the fiber contains binding sites with heterogeneous chemical affinity, from general to specific, mimicking the affinity of chromatin to different architectural proteins, responsible for the interaction between genomic loci and chromatin looping. A chromatin fiber of 512 monomers with resolution s 0 is sampled using Monte Carlo and, by varying the concentration of binding proteins, the model recovers three main architectures as a function of protein concentration c m : open/randomly folded below a threshold concentration c m < C t , fractal at c m = C t , and compact/collapsed at c m > C t .
Gehlen et al. investigated the nuclear organization of the 16 chromosomes of budding yeast (12 156 bp) by combining two polymer models [89] . First, a semi-flexible model made of 30 nm spherical beads (3.9 kbp each) represents compact chromatin fibers in yeast, which account for 70% of the genome. Second, a freely jointed chain made of 60 nm beads (1.3 kbp each) accounts for loosely coiled 10 nm-chromatin fibers. Molecular dynamics simulations of their model in a spherical nucleus of 2000 nm in diameter -with additional constraints representing centromers, telomers and the nucleolus -show that chromosomes in yeast have preferred positions, identifying also a dynamic clustering of different functional elements in the yeast genome.
More recently, Jost et al. have introduced a block polymer fiber model where different polymer blocks emulate the effect of epigenetic domains in chromatin organization [90] . Each block is associated with an epigenomic domain whose constituent monomers have a higher affinity for self-interaction than with monomers in other domains. Each monomer resolution is 10 kbp, and attractive shortrange interactions determine the compaction of the polymer (non-specific interactions) as well as its epigenetic states (specific interactions). The contact probability between monomers is calculated numerically by applying a Gaussian and self-consistency approximation in the Langevin dynamics equations for the polymer. The resulting domain supports Hi-C data obtained for different chromosomes in Drosophila in 10 Mbp regions, with formation of topological domains within regions that are related epigenetically. The overall organization of the fiber is found to be multistable, combining coiled phases with collapsed microphase regions that segregate the different epigenetic domains.
In addition to 3C and fluorescence hybridization methods, other experimental techniques, based on biophysical methods, are helping characterize the organization and dynamics of chromatin. These in turn are triggering other types of theoretical methods based on continuum rather than polymer approaches. Zidovska et al., for example, have recently developed a displacement correlation spectroscopy method for single cells to capture the in vivo dynamics of nucleosomes in human cancer cells at a resolution of 65 nm and 250 ms [91 ] . A coherent movement extending beyond single-chromosome territories was observed across large chromatin regions (4-5 mm). In collaboration with Bruinsma et al., a two-fluid analytical model for the cell nucleus (with nucleoplasm as solvent and chromatin as solute) was able to distinguish between the dynamic modes associated with passive thermal fluctuations and active events that depend on ATP hydrolysis [92 ] . In this way, the researchers suggested that coherent movements of large chromosomal regions observed in vivo are associated with the synchronized action of ATP-dependent molecular motors.
Other 3D imaging techniques, like soft X-ray tomography [93] , have also motivated the development of other continuum models to investigate the effect of chromatin density on the diffusion of binding proteins in the nucleus by Isaacson et al. [94 ,95] .
While these polymer and continuum models represent a valuable reference to interpret experiments, they rely on ad hoc parameters and non-systematic design protocols that strongly depend on each cell of study. The reliance on measured experimental contacts for fitting the data also reduces the predictive power of these models. These elements make interpretation of the underlying molecular mechanisms that regulate chromatin organization uncertain. To achieve a deeper understanding, a systematic approach to account for the nuclear conditions that impact chromatin and generate chromosomal data is required. As we discuss below, next generation multiscale models could bridge theoretical techniques applied at all required levels: atomic, mesoscopic, and chromosomal, as suggested in Figures 3 and 4 .
Perspective
Decades of chromatin research have shown us that computational models at different levels of resolution can help solve fundamental problems of chromatin architecture at each relevant scale ( Figure 3 ). All-atom simulations, for instance, can probe how posttranslational modifications impact the structure and dynamics of histone tails [28 ,31 ] , touching upon one level of the molecular mechanisms underlying the histone code. Mesoscale models focus on the effect of relevant properties, such as the ionic concentration, linker DNA length distribution, core-histone tail flexibility, and linker histone condensation, on the stabilization and variation of 10-nm and 30-nm fibers [57 ,68,71,73] . The connections between experiment and theory are high at these scales (bold vertical arrows in Figure 3 ). For higher-levels of chromatin organization, physical polymer models provide connections to measured contact data concerning the distribution of long-range genome interactions, formation of domains in Mb-regions, segregation of chromosomes in territories, and global architecture of chromatin [82] . Of course, while providing significant information at their relevant levels, all these models are far from perfect and certainly open to further refinement to improve our understanding of chromatin and provide more accurate representations of all relevant features [4, 78] . The connections between experiment and theory at these levels are relatively weak (light vertical arrows in Figure 3 ).
If achieving a comprehensive understanding of chromatin structure and function at the cellular level is the ultimate goal, current atomistic and mesoscale models are limited by computational resources, while polymer models describing chromatin at the interphase/metaphase level are quite primitive. Novel approaches, however, could be envisioned to bridge the properties of chromatin observed at all these levels -atomic, mesoscale, and chromosomal, as denoted by the diagonal arrows in Figure 3 .
Multiscale method development has been an active area of research (e.g., Refs. [16,18 ,51,96] ). Yet there is no general framework as for hybrid classical/quantum mechanics methods, and the best techniques are inherently tailored. For chromatin, an integration of the structure and dynamics of different scales can be envisioned in a self-consistent fashion so that the modeling approach can be adjusted to 'active-site' regions, similar to the techniques recognized by the 2013 chemistry Nobel Prize [17] .
Our vision for how to embed active high-resolution regions within lower-resolution chromatin environments is illustrated in Figure 4 . For instance, in a nuclear region where epigenetic marks are incorporated in the nucleosome, high-resolution atomistic models could capture the structural transition of the core histone tails and the subsequent binding of architectural proteins, like linker histones, at all-atom details (Figure 4a,b) . A lower resolution model of chromatin could be embedded to approximate the physical environment surrounding the active region. If the epigenetic marks promote chromatin silencing or cell differentiation, the active region could be remodeled at an intermediate level, by combining mesoscale and pseudo-polymer models (Figure 4c,d ). This level of refinement could capture the transition from a chromatin molten state made of 10-nm inter-digitated fibers to 30-nm heterochromatin fibers. Once the transition is completed, the regional properties could be translated into a polymer or continuum model (Figure 4e,f) , capturing the dynamics and the structure of chromatin at the nuclear and chromosomal level. Such a multiscale approach could rigorously explore how posttranslational modifications of histone tails, transcription factors, scaffold proteins, and other internal/external factors activate a cascade of structural events that continuously reshape chromatin at the nuclear level. Accurate computational characterization of the structure and dynamics of chromatin at the polymer level could provide a significant
The chromatin fiber: multiscale problems and approaches Ozer, Luque and Schlick 135 Proposed dynamic multiscale model connecting atomic to nuclear chromatin levels. (a) All-atom models of nucleosomes provide atomistic details of nucleosome complexes. (b) Such knowledge can be transferred into mesoscale models to build coarse-grained representations of the nucleosome core particle (NCP) interacting with many internal and external elements as found in cellular environment. (c) Because coarse-grained models indicate that chromatin fibers are highly polymorphic -adopting canonical zigzag (30-nm), interdigitated 'beads-on-a-string' (10-nm), hairpin-like, bent, and looped conformations [12 ] -further coarse graining could describe these various fibers to investigate diverse phase space and structural dynamics of chromosomal and nuclear domains observed in vivo and in vitro experiments. (d) These mesoscale fibers can then be represented as active regions within lower resolution polymer models that capture crucial physical properties of the nuclear environment. (e) By incorporating cell specific information to the all-atom details, different polymer models can be constructed to describe human interphase chromatin [85] (polymer model in Figure 3 ) or mitotic chromatin [87 ] (Figure 4e ), for example. (f) At the nuclear level, the chromatin polymer organization could be treated as a viscoelastic fluid incorporating passive fluctuations and ATP-active regions [93 ] . The arrows emphasize the dynamic information transfer required, zooming in and out of each level depending on the chromatin properties examined. Such a combined multiscale model could ultimately define an interactive framework to identify the synergy between molecular events and chromatin reorganization, like heterochromatin formation due to specific epigenetic marks.
framework to interpret and predict the self-organizing structure of the genome as related to cell function [97] .
Since the structure of chromatin strongly depends on the organism and cell-type [98], a multiscale approach as outlined above could ultimately help formulate a chromatin atlas to describe genomic interactions as a function of many relevant nuclear factors [78] , such as posttranslational modifications and histone variants, linker histone concentration and binding rate, chromosome territory proteins. Taken together, we could attempt to capture how all these and other factors interact as a complex dynamic network. For example, by taking cell-specific features into account, different multiscale models could be developed for yeast, HeLa cells (proliferation cells), or chicken erythrocytes (differentiated cells), to improve our understanding of the diverse range and complex dynamics of chromatin organization. Eventually, accurate and computationally efficient models will shed light into old questions, like the long debated secondary and tertiary structures of chromatin, as well as pose new challenges, which will be probed by an iterative combination of experiment and theory [16] . These combined efforts will undoubtedly lead to new structural tools that are essential to integrate the fast-growing body of genomic, epigenomic, and biochemical data concerning chromatin in the cell nucleus. Continuous refinement of such models will in turn help connect experiment to theory better as well as inspire new experiments concerning the structure and dynamics of chromosomal chromatin. 
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